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By R. Paul De Lancey

AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. In the Fur West, Chris Gashud rises from cat-raised orphan to
become the leader of the first cat-herding drive in the Old West. During the early years, the
multitudinous cats ford the mighty Mississippi, cause towns to burn, and drive people insane with
their loud mating. In between ambushes by Norwegian and Mexican bandits, Chris falls in love with
Marie, survivor of the massacre of French tennis-resort builders. Ten years later, a tough-and-lean
herd of six-million cats takes on rat-infested San Francisco in a rousing climactic battle. This
hilarious novel abounds with all the best elements the modern discerning reader expects from cat-
drive yarns: fur balls, sushi, ear plugs, catapults, literary festivals, tornadoes, catnip withdrawal, the
Texas-Tea Posse, and Big Foot. THE FUR WEST Reading The Fur West makes me glad that I grew up
to be a cat-hating, dog loving son of a gun. Paul De Lancey has taken some serious liberties with the
history of The Old West, and isn t that the way it should be? - Gordon Kirkland, Author, Syndicated
Humor Columnist Entertainer Of all the Western novels...
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This written book is fantastic. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. Your life period will probably be transform
when you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- Cha nelle Roob-- Cha nelle Roob

Here is the greatest publication i have study till now. I was able to comprehended every thing using this written e pdf. I am pleased to explain how here is
the greatest pdf i have study within my own lifestyle and might be he best pdf for ever.
-- Leopold Moor e-- Leopold Moor e
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